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whereas the other was carried out in a large chamber Aoo

in which both the temperature aind RH could be con- A
trolled (experiment BW

In experiment A, the preconditioned contaminated 0o -\,
patches were placed in the modified desiccator, and
the RH therein was adjusted rapidly to the desired
level by flushing with air of the same RH. The RH of 1 "
the air was regulated b) blending the correct propor- I
tions of two air streams, one being saturated by -. o
passing through water and the other dehydrated by O 01

passing through a drying column containing calcium 0
sulfate. A wet-dry bulb apparatus attached to the .0
downward side of the modified desiccator was used 001

to determine when the desired RH was attained.
Once the desired RH was achieved, a slight but pre- ' 0001 -
determined negative pressure was drawn in the cham- ; 'Eq.tbpo,,t..n And

ber; then the pressure was returned to atmospheric tip-- RH 1%)

by bleeding in BPL vapor. The use of such a chamber 0 0001 A 4S
permits only one BPL exposure time per test because a so
it is necessary to remove the top of the desiccator to : C 60
retrieve the patches. Once opened, the internal con- 000001 D 75
ditions are completely altered. This technique requires iO D as

numerous tests to establish a death rate. Periodically, it
the air in the desiccator was checked for BPL cor,tent i I

just before opening to retrieve the patch for assay.
Experiment B was conducted in a 1,700-liter 7- In Ho.,,

chamber. In this chamber, the temperature. RH. and FK;. I. Effect of relative humidityv (RH) (i death
BPL concentrations were first adjusted, then a long rate of Bacillus suhtilis var. niger spores exposed to
rod was inserted with a number of spore-contam- 1.5 mg Of -propioluctone per liter at 27 C.
inated patches attached by pins. Periodically, the rod
was withdrawn only far enough to permit removal of
several patches for assay. In this way, a complete were first preconditioned at 98 RH IFig. 2)
death rate study was conducted in one chamber Even so. the rate at which the cell loses moisture

experiment. at a lower RH is quite rapid. Cells preconditioned
Both control patches (inoculated with the micro- at 75', were killed fairly rapidly at first and then

organism but not exposed to BPL) and exposed with diminished rapidity until there was no
patches were assayed by immersion in dilutio, blanks further kill after a 99, reduction. This contrasts
containing 0.1', sodium thiosulfate (to neuwralize with the rapid and complete kill of spores equili-
any BPL carried over on the patch) and 0.05', brated at 75', RH and then expos'ed to BPL at
Tween 20 (to aid in the removal of organisms from 75"; RH (Fig. I).
the patch). Each dilution blank was shaken vigor- The importance of cell moisture in 'PL sterili-
ously, and samples were plated in nutrient agar. All
plates were incubated for 48 hr at 37 C before count- zation was further emphasi7ed by the 'act that a

ing. Duplicate patches were used for each test point, small percentage of spores preconditic ied at I' I,
and each test was repeated three times. RH were thereafter very resistant to BPL steriliza-

The following protocols were used. Experiment tion at 75', RH (Fig. 3). This was the same elfect
A: Microorganisms were preconditioned on patches noted with ethylene oxide (3); in that case,
to I', RH, and death rates were determined upon however, the resistance to sterilization by ethylene
exposure to BPL at 75, 85, or 92', RH. Experiment oxide was overcome only by first subjecting the
B: Microorganisms were preconditioned on patches cells to drastic measures, such as pi'ysically
to 98, 75, and 53', RH, and death rates were deter- wetting with water or equilibrating the organisms
mined upon exposure to BPL vapor at 45', RH. for 4 to 6 days at 98 and 75', RH, respectively.

RESULTS AND Dism-usSnoN On the other hand, with BPL it was much easier
to overcome the resistance. Merely exposing the

The results shown in Fig. I to 3 indicate that cells to BPL at about 92'" RH was sufficient, and
the moisture content of the microorganism is of no wetting or previous lengthy preconditioning to
major importance in regulating the rate at which a high RH was required.
the spores are inactivated by BPL. Only 40 to Gilbert et al 13) showed (Fig. 4) that B. subtilis
50', of the spores preconditioned to 45', RH spores equilibrated , 25 C from a wet spore
and then exposed to BPL at the same RH were suspension to 75' 1,H contained about 23';.
killed by the chemical vapor (Fig. I). Yet all of moisture, whereas cells that were desiccated and
the spores were killed by BPL at 45', RH if they then conditioned to 75', RH contained only
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about 19, " moisture The cell on the adsorption amount of moisture present in the cell is of prime
curve must now be equilibrated to about 85', importance, iis location is also of extreme im-
Rh1 to contain 23', moisture. This RH ap- portance in regulating the rate at which the cell is
proaches but does not quite meet that needed to killed by BPL.
overcome the resistance to BPL sterilization after The curves shown in Fig. I were obtained with
the cell was Eibjected to desiccation (Fig. 3. f[tis bacterial spores equilibrated from a wet suspen-
fact would make it appear that, although the sion. Therefore, the cells equilibrated to 60'; RH,
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according to Fig. 4. would contain abott 18', other alkylating agents, such as ethylene oxide
moisture Curve A. Fig. 3, was obtained at 75', and propylene oxide, also implicate the N- gua-
RH but closely resembles the 601, RH curve (C) nine position as the main site of reaction in RNA
in Fig. 1. Actually. the spores used to obtain the or DNA. It remains to be determined, however,
A curve of Fig. 3 were tested at 75', R.I, but this whether a microorganism is inactivated b) one or
was after the cells were desiccated. Such cells, several alkylations of a vital site in the cell or
when in equilibrium at 75', RH. also :,hould whether it requires one or a number ofalkylations
contain 18 to 19', water. Thus, the cell moisture of amino, sulfhydryl, hydroxyl, or carboxyl pro-
content would be the same in both cases and the tein radicals, thus generally poisoning the cell.
curves would resemble each other, but only if the Whatever the lethal reaction between BPL and
rate of moisture transfer into the cell is quite the microbial cell, it obviously cannot proceed
rapid. The similarity of the curves verifies the without considerable water in the right location.
rapid moisture transfer into the cell.
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